E6 Optical Kit Encoder (Base and Cover Options)

**E-OPTION COVER**
(Extension for shaft lengths up to .750 [19.05])

- \( \phi .672 \) [17.08]
- .865 [21.97]
- .653 [16.59]

**H-OPTION COVER**
(Hole for shaft lengths over .750 [19.05])

- \( \phi H \)
- \( H = .438 \) [11.13] for shaft sizes \( \leq \phi .394 \) [10]
- \( H = 1.047 \) [26.59] for shaft sizes \( > \phi .394 \) [10]

**3-OPTION BASE**
(Larger mounting holes)

- 5X \( \phi .125 \) [3.18]

**M-OPTION BASE**
(Mounting plate)

- \( \phi .504 \) [12.81]
- \( \Box 2.500 \) [63.5]
- \( \Box 2.121 \) [53.88]
- \( \phi 1.500 \) [38.1]

FOR SHAFTS \( \leq \phi .394 \) [10]
REQUIRES AN ADDITIONAL .125 [3.18] SHAFT LENGTH

FOR SHAFTS \( > \phi .394 \) [10]
SPACED EVENLY ON \( \phi 3.00 \) [76.2] BC

UNITS: INCHES [MM]
METRIC SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY
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